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1 IntrodutionWe onsider a two-person bargaining problem with inomplete information inwhih eah player has private information about his type. Knowing their owntypes, players negotiate for a ontrat (or a mehanism) that is a ontingenyplan that presribes a joint ation for every possible type pro�le of players.Players' private information may a�et their preferenes over agreements. Toreah a preferable agreement, players may want to reveal or oneal their types.Private information may leak through ations in negotiations. A bargainingsituation is alled a ase of veri�able types if players' types beome publilyknown and veri�able when an agreement is implemented. In the other aseof unveri�able types, a ontrat should satisfy the Bayesian inentive ompat-ibility so that players have inentives to dislose their types truthfully.1 Tofous on the analysis of bargaining behavior with inomplete information, weassume the ondition of veri�able types in this paper.As an example, onsider disarmament negotiations between two ountries(Harsanyi and Selten 1972). Neither ountry has preise knowledge about theother ountry's armament levels, tehnology, politial and eonomi onditions,and utility values to possible agreements. These unertain variables are rep-resented by players' types in games with inomplete information. A physialation presribed by a disarmament treaty may or may not depend on types ofountries. It may simply require the ountries to destroy an absolute numberof military weapons by eah side. In a general ase, it may require ountries toredue the numbers of weapons in their possession, depending on their types.For example, some agreements require eah ountry to destroy a ertain per-entage of its total stokpile of missiles. Others may presribe the number ofmissiles destruted by either side aording to a mathematial funtion of bothsides' missile stoks.2 Suh type-dependent agreements an be implemented1When players' types represent their internal states suh as satisfation, risk attitudesand psyhologial haraters, it is appropriate for us to model them as unveri�able types.2The new START treaty agreed by the United States and Russia on April 8, 2010 pre-2



only if ountries' types are truthfully dislosed. To overome the enforementproblem, a disarmament treaty involves a spei�ed proedure whih providesboth ountries opportunities of inspetion and veri�ation about eah other'stype to the extent that the treaties an be enfored.3In this paper, we onsider a Rubinstein (1982)-type sequential bargainingproess under inomplete information. Knowing his own type, a randomlyseleted player proposes a ontrat. The other player either aepts or rejetsit. If he aepts it, then the ontrat is agreed upon. Thereafter, a proessof veri�ation is onduted, and an ation presribed by the ontrat for bothplayers' types is jointly taken. If the proposal is rejeted, then there is therisk that negotiations may fail with a positive probability. In this ase, a pre-determined outome results. In the example of disarmament negotiations, thestatus-quo prevails. If negotiations may not fail (with the remaining probabil-ity), then negotiations go to the next round, and the same proess is repeatedover (possibly) in�nitely many rounds until an agreement is made.Our bargaining model with veri�able types an be applied to some eo-nomi situations under unertainty. For example, onsider an insurane on-trat whih presribes how muh a ustomer should be overed for ontingen-ies by an insurer. At the time of trading, both parties have only imperfetand private information about whih event may happen. When the ontratis implemented, the insurer is assumed to have a suÆient ability to verify arealized damage. Shareropping is another example. A tenant and a landlordnegotiate for a rental share ontrat that spei�es the proportion of outputsthe tenant should deliver to the landlord. The outputs may depend on un-sribes that eah party shall redue and limit its armaments so that the aggregate numbersare (a) 700 for deployed ICBMs, deployed SLBM, and deployed heavy bombers, (b) 1550 forwarheads on deployed ICBMs, warheads on deployed SLBMs, and nulear warheads ountedfor deployed heavy bombers, and () 800 for deployed and non-deployed ICBM launhers,deployed and non-deployed SLBM launher, and deployed and non-deployed heavy bombers(Artile II).3The new START treaty involves various measures to ensure ompliane: reation andnoti�ation of database (Artile VII), exhange of telemetri information (Artile IX), na-tional tehnial means of veri�ation (Artile X) and inspetions (Artile XI).3



ertain events suh as weather and other agriultural onditions. While theoutput is publily known and veri�able to both parties at the time of on-trat implementation, they are only partly informed about it at the time ofontrating.The result of the paper is as follows. We onsider the ex post Nash bar-gaining solution of the two-person Bayesian bargaining problem, whih is aspei� ontrat that assigns the Nash bargaining solution to every type pro-�le of players. We �rst show that there exists a sequential equilibrium of thebargaining game whih implements the ex post Nash bargaining solution in thelimit that the ontinuation probability of negotiations in ase of rejetion (al-ternatively, the disount fator of future payo�s) goes to one. The onstrutedequilibrium satis�es several properties: (stationarity) every player's equilib-rium strategy depends only on his own types, independent of past ations; (nodelay of agreement) an agreement is made with probability one in the initialround; (insrutability) every type of a proposer proposes the same ontrat;(information revealing) a proposer may update his prior belief about a proposerbased on revealed information when he reeives an unexpeted proposal.In the last part of the paper, we provide a haraterization result of a se-quential equilibrium of the bargaining game satisfying the properties above.We prove that the ex post Nash bargaining solution is asymptotially a uniqueoutome of a stationary sequential equilibrium satisfying the property of in-dependene of irrelevant types (IIT) and a re�nement ondition based on self-seletion. IIT means that the response of every type of a player depends onlyon a proposal made to himself, independent of alloations proposed to his other(irrelevant) types. We prove that no delay of agreement ours in a stationaryequilibrium with IIT. Our re�nement onept of a sequential equilibrium, sim-ilar to the notion of a perfet sequential equilibrium of Grossman and Perry(1986a), assumes that, if a responder is o�ered an unexpeted proposal, thenhe infers that a true type of a proposer must be among those who have inen-tives to make the proposal, and that he updates his prior belief based on the4



revealed information.The result of the paper has somewhat a surprising impliation. Sine the expost Nash bargaining solution may not be interim eÆient, our non-ooperativeapproah to the Bayesian bargaining problem does not support any ooper-ative solution assuming interim eÆieny, for example, those obtained in theaxiomati approah of Harsanyi and Selten (1972) and Myerson (1984). Re-lating to this, the result implies that insurane bene�t based only on privateinformation is impossible beause players' private information may be revealedin the proess of negotiations.The literature on the Bayesian bargaining games with inomplete informa-tion is diverse. In their pioneering work, Harsanyi and Selten (1972) extend thebargaining theory of Nash (1950) to the ase of inomplete information withveri�able types. They onsider a non-ooperative multi-stage model of bar-gaining. To selet a unique equilibrium of the bargaining model, they developan axiomati theory based on Nash (1950) and present a generalized Nashsolution (alled the Harsanyi{Selten solution) under inomplete information.Myerson (1979) applies the Harsanyi{Selten solution to the ase of unveri�abletypes in whih inentive ompatibility is required for a feasible agreement. Ina subsequent paper, Myerson (1984) aknowledges a theoretial drawbak ofthe Harsanyi{Selten solution in that it violates a deision-theoreti axiom ofprobability-invariane. He onsiders an alternative set of axioms and de�nes aset-valued solution alled a neutral bargaining solution as the minimal solutionsatisfying his axioms. The Myerson solution oinides with the lassial Nashbargaining solution when it is applied to the bargaining game with ompleteinformation.Sine the work of Harsanyi and Selten (1972), non-ooperative analysisof the Bayesian bargaining problem has been mainly done for the prinipal-agent set-up in whih a prinipal has all the bargaining power. Most studiesare restrited to the ultimatum bargaining model in whih a prinipal makesa take-it-or-leave-it o�er of a ontrat to an agent (or agents). There is a5



large volume of works on an uninformed prinipal in the literature of adverse-seletion (or sreening) models. Remarkably, Myerson (1983) onsiders themehanism design problem of an informed prinipal. To deal with the multi-pliity of sequential equilibria, he applies a ooperative axiom in the ore theoryand presents a set-valued solution. Maskin and Tirole (1990, 1992) elaboratea non-ooperative analysis of the informed prinipal model and haraterizea perfet Bayesian equilibrium for two ases of private and ommon values.de Clippel and Minelli (2004) re�ne Myerson's work in the ase of veri�abletypes. Mylovanov and Tr�oger (2012) extend the result of Maskin and Tirole(1990) to a general ase of private values. To our best knowledge, there arefew works on sequential bargaining games for mehanism seletion.4The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presentsthe model. Setion 3 proves the existene of a sequential equilibrium whihimplements the ex post Nash bargaining solution asymptotially. Setion 4gives the no-delay result under IIT. Setion 5 provides a haraterization result.Setion 6 disusses the result of the paper. Setion 7 onludes. Some proofsare given in Appendix.2 The ModelWe onsider a two-person bargaining problem with inomplete information,following Myerson (1984). Let N = f1; 2g be the set of players. For eahi = 1; 2, let Ti be a �nite set of player i's types ti. Let T = T1 � T2. Anelement of T is denoted by t = (t1; t2). For eah ti 2 Ti, T (ti) denotes theylinder set ftig�Tj(j 6= i). Let �, a probability distribution on T , denote the4There exists another branh of the literature whih onsiders various sequential bargain-ing games with inomplete information. In these games, players with private informationpropose type-independent alloations. Typial observations are that there is a large set ofsequential equilibria, and that the equilibrium delay of an agreement may happen. Theliterature inludes Fudenberg and Tirole (1983), Rubinstein (1985), Grossman and Perry(1986b) and Chatterjee and Samuelson (1987) among others. Ausubel et al. (2002) presentan exellent review on the literature. 6



ommon prior belief of players. For eah t 2 T , �(t) denotes the probabilitythat type pro�le t is realized. We assume that �(t) > 0 for all t 2 T . For eahti 2 Ti, the posterior belief of player i given ti is de�ned by�(tjjti) = �(ti; tj)Pt0j2Tj �(ti; t0j) : (1)Let A be the set of ations (or outomes) available to players if they o-operate. A spei� element d� 2 A is alled the disagreement ation, anddesribes the ation that prevails when ooperation fails. We assume that thedisagreement ation d� is exogenously given. For eah i = 1; 2, the funtionui : A � T ! R denotes a state-dependent von Neumann{Morgenstern util-ity funtion for player i. Without loss of generality, we normalize ui so thatui(d�; t) = 0 for all t 2 T and all i = 1; 2.A two-person Bayesian bargaining game is represented byG = (A; d�; T1; T2;u1; u2; �). For eah t 2 T , let U(t) denote the set of payo� vetors u(a; t) =(ui(a; t))i=1;2 of players for all ations a 2 A. A payo� vetor u = (u1; u2) ofU(t) is Pareto eÆient if there is no other v = (v1; v2) 2 U(t) suh that vi � uifor all i = 1; 2 and vi > ui for some i. The Pareto frontier of U(t) is the set ofall Pareto eÆient payo� vetors of U(t). We represent the Pareto frontier ofU(t) as an equation H t(u1; u2) = 0, and all H t the Pareto frontier funtionof U(t). Without loss of generality, we an assume that H t(u1; u2) � 0 for allu 2 U(t). We make the following assumptions.Assumption 2.1. For every t 2 T ,(1) U(t) is a nonempty, onvex and ompat subset of R2,(2) the Pareto frontier of U(t) intersets the two axes, u1 = 0 and u2 = 0, ofR2, and(3) the disagreement payo� u(d�; t) = (0; 0) is an interior point of U(t).These assumptions of the feasible set U(t) are standard in the literature.7



For eah t 2 T , a payo� vetor u = (u1; u2) of U(t) is individually rational ifui � 0 for all i = 1; 2. U+(t) denotes the set of all individually rational payo�sof U(t). Assumption 2.1 guarantees the existene of the impliit funtionui = hti(uj) satisfying H t(hti(uj); uj) = 0 on U+(t) for every i; j = 1; 2 andi 6= j.In the game G, players negotiate for a mehanism, not for a single ationin A. A mehanism x is a ontrat speifying whih ation should be hosenjointly, ontingent on the player types. Formally, x is a funtion from T toA. Let M be the set of all mehanisms. Under a mehanism x, players aresupposed to hoose an ation a = x(t) when they are of type t. When amehanism x is implemented, the onditional expeted utility Eui(xjti) ofplayer i given type ti is de�ned byEui(xjti) = Xtj2Tj �(tjjti)ui(x(t); t): (2)As we have noted in the introdution, we assume that players' types be-ome publily known and veri�able when a mehanism is implemented, al-though they are privately known to players during negotiations. In this aseof veri�able types, any mehanism is implementable for the players as long asit is physially feasible. The Bayesian inentive ompatibility is irrelevant inthis paper.We are interested in a spei� mehanism where two players hoose theNash bargaining solution for every type pro�le t 2 T .De�nition 2.1. A mehanism xNB in G is alled the ex post Nash bargain-ing solution with weights p = (p1; p2) if it assigns to every t 2 T the Nashbargaining solution xNB(t) of the feasible set U(t) with weights p = (p1; p2).The payo� vetor (u1(xNB(t); t); u2(xNB(t); t)) maximizes the Nash produtup11 � up22 over U(t) for every t 2 T , where the disagreement payo� is given byu(d�; t) = (0; 0). 8



We formulate a negotiation proess over mehanisms with inomplete in-formation as a sequential bargaining game in the spirit of Rubinstein (1982).Spei�ally, as a bargaining protool, we apply the random proposer rule,whih has been well studied in the literature on non-ooperative bargaininggames with omplete information (Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolinsky 1986,Baron and Ferejohn 1989, and Okada 1996 among others).Negotiations take plae at an interim stage, in whih players know theirown type but not that of the other player. After the player types are realizedand revealed to them privately, one player is randomly seleted as a proposerand proposes a feasible mehanism to the other player. If the opponent aeptsit, then the proposed mehanism is agreed. Any agreed-upon mehanism willbe implemented at an ex post stage where players' types beome publilyknown.5 Otherwise, negotiations may stop with probability � > 0, and thedisagreement ation d� is hosen. With probability 1 � �, negotiations mayontinue in the next round. If this happens, then a new proposer is randomlyseleted again, and the same proess is repeated. The probability of an in�niteplay in negotiations is zero. Players are assumed to maximize their expetedpayo�s.An alternative interpretation of the negotiation model is that negotiationsontinue in the next round in the ase of rejetion, and that players disounttheir future payo�s by Æ = 1��. The disagreement ation d� prevails in the aseof no agreements. For sake of exposition, we will employ this interpretation ofthe model with a disount fator Æ < 1 in what follows.Formally, the bargaining game has two stages of negotiations and of im-plementation. The �rst stage of negotiations has the following rule. In round0, a type pro�le t = (t1; t2) of players is realized aording to the prior prob-5This modelling assumption does not mean that players' types beome veri�able uponagreement to a mehanism. In the example of disarmament negotiations, two ountriesengage in mutual inspetion and veri�ation aording to an agreement before a treaty isimplemented. In a ase of shareropping, an unertain amount of rops beomes publilyknown in a harvesting season when a ontrat is implemented.9



ability distribution �. Every player i(= 1; 2) knows his own type ti, but notthat of the other player, tj. At the beginning of round 1, a player is randomlyseleted as a proposer aording to a predetermined probability distributionp = (p1; p2). The seleted player proposes a feasible mehanism x 2 M . Theother player either aepts or rejets the proposal. If the responder aeptsthe proposal, then x is agreed. If not, then the game ontinues in round 2,and a new proposer is randomly seleted. The same proess as above is re-peated until some mehanism is agreed. The negotiation stops if an agreementis reahed, and thereafter the agreement is implemented in the seond stagewhere players' types beome publily known. When the negotiation does notstop, the disagreement outome d� prevails in the implementation stage.6 LetÆ(< 1) be the ommon disount fator for future payo�s of players.We denote by �Æ the bargaining game with inomplete information intro-dued above. Whenever eah player makes a hoie in �Æ, he knows perfetlyhis own type and all past moves, inluding the seletion of proposers. However,a player does not know the other player's type. We sometimes omit Æ in thenotation �Æ if no onfusion arises.A strategy for every player in � is de�ned in a standard way. A (pure)strategy �i for player i in � is a funtion that assigns a hoie to eah ofhis possible moves, depending on the information he reeives. Spei�ally,�i presribes a mehanism �i(ti; h) 2 M in every round when player i is aproposer, given his type ti and a history h of play before the round. In addition,�i presribes a response �i(ti; h; x) 2 faept; rejetg to every proposal x whenhe is a responder. For a strategy pro�le � = (�1; �2), the expeted (disounted)utility Eui(�) for eah player i is de�ned in a standard way.6Our model has the time struture that the disagreement ation d� is played after in-�nitely many bargaining rounds. It is onstruted to desribe bargaining situations withoutany \end e�et." It is assumed that players ommonly pereive that there would be a hanethat negotiations ontinue in the next round when a proposal is rejeted. As long as a stop-ping probability is positive in eah bargaining round, the probability of an in�nite number ofbargaining rounds is zero. In real disarmament negotiations, it seems reasonable to assumethat there would be a hane, however small, that ountries may ontinue negotiations evenafter a proposal is rejeted. 10



A belief system for � is a funtion � that assigns every player i his beliefabout the other player's type, a probability distribution on Tj. Given (ti; h),let �(tjjti; h) denote the belief of player i about tj when he is a proposer, andlet �(tjjti; h; x) be his belief when he responds to a proposal x from player j.We employ a sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson 1982) as a non-ooperative solution onept for the bargaining game �. Roughly, a pair (�; �)of a strategy pro�le and a belief system is a sequential equilibrium of � if thestrategy of every player is a best response to the other's strategy for eah ofhis information sets under the belief system �, where � should be onsistentwith the strategy pro�le � (and with some slight deviation from it o� equilib-rium play) by the Bayes rule. Sine the notion of a sequential equilibrium isstandard, we omit a preise de�nition.The multipliity of a sequential equilibrium is a entral issue of the sequen-tial bargaining theory. Rubinstein (1982) shows that his two-person sequen-tial bargaining game with omplete information has a unique subgame perfetequilibrium, whih is omposed of stationary (history-independent) strategies.The uniqueness of a subgame perfet equilibrium does not hold if n � 3 (seeSutton 1986 and Osborne and Rubinstein 1990). In the ase of inomplete in-formation, Rubinstein (1985) shows that the set of sequential equilibria is verylarge even in the two-person ase, due to the freedom of players' onstrutingbeliefs o� the equilibrium play.In this paper, we onsider a stationary equilibrium of the bargaining game� with inomplete information. The de�nition of a stationary equilibrium isas follows.De�nition 2.2. A sequential equilibrium (�; �) of � is said to be stationaryif every player i's behavior in every round depends only on his type ti: spei�-ally, (i) a proposer's behavior depends only on his type, and (ii) a responder'sbehavior depends only on his type and a proposal.This de�nition of a stationary equilibrium for sequential bargaining games11



with inomplete information is essentially the same as that with ompleteinformation in the literature. That is, players' proposals and responses in eahround are independent of past ations. A usual justi�ation for a stationaryequilibrium is a foal-point (or referene point) argument.7 It is the simplestform of bargaining strategies, and it may be easier for bargainers to oordinatetheir expetations.We remark that some type of \learning" may happen in a stationary equi-librium. In partiular, a entral issue in this paper is what a responder maylearn about a type of a proposer when he reeives an unexpeted proposal o�the equilibrium play. The notion of a sequential equilibrium, however, is notsuÆient to the study of this issue sine it allows an arbitrary belief of theresponder o� the equilibrium play. We onsider a situation where a proposalmay reveal some information of a proposer's type if he has an inentive tosreen himself. The responder may update his belief based on suh revealedinformation.In what follows, we refer to a stationary sequential equilibrium simply asa stationary equilibrium. For a stationary equilibrium � and a type pro�let 2 T , we denote by Eui(�jt) the onditional expeted (disounted) payo�of player i for � evaluated at the beginning of eah bargaining round beforethe random seletion of a proposer ours. Sine � is stationary, Eui(�jt) isindependent of past ations. Whenever no onfusion arises, we use a simplernotation vi(t) for Eui(�jt).
7There are divergent views among researhers about whether a stationary equilibrium(a Markov-perfet equilibrium, in general) is a reasonable solution for sequential bargaininggames. For a positive theory of bargaining, it is an important question whether or not astationary equilibrium an explain bargaining behavior in real situations well. This ques-tion needs to be investigated empirially. Espeially, experimental investigations would beuseful. The exploration to this diretion is beyond the sope of the present paper. Here,we investigate theoretially what features in bargainers' behavior yield a unique outomeof negotiations with inomplete information. The outome is expeted to be served as areferene point for analyses of mehanism bargaining with inomplete information based ona non-ooperative game theory. 12



3 ExisteneIn this setion, we prove that there exists a stationary equilibrium of thebargaining game �Æ for every Æ. In the equilibrium, the ex post Nash bargainingsolution is agreed in the initial round with probability one in the limit as Ægoes to one.The �rst lemma shows the existene of a solution of the well-known equi-librium ondition for a subgame perfet equilibrium in the bargaining game �Æin the ase of omplete information.Lemma 3.1. For every i; j = 1; 2 (i 6= j) and t 2 T , there exist some realnumbers vi(t) and wi(t) in R+ whih satisfy the following:(i) H t(wi(t); Ævj(t)) = 0,(ii) vi(t) = piwi(t) + (1� pi)Ævi(t),where pi is the probability that player i is seleted as a proposer, and H t isthe Pareto frontier funtion of U(t).Proof. For every t 2 T , let hti be the impliit funtion of H t de�ned byH t(hti(uj); uj) = 0. Assumption 2.1 guarantees that hti is well-de�ned andontinuous on the projetion of U(t)+ = U(t) \ R+ to the j-axis. De�negi(ui; uj) = pihti(Æuj)+ (1� pi)Æui for i = 1; 2. Then, g(u) = (g1(u); g2(u)) is aontinuous funtion from the onvex set U(t)+ to itself. Sine U(t)+ is also aompat set, there exists a �xed point v�(t) = (v�1(t); v�2(t)) of g by Brouwer's�xed point theorem. De�ne w�i (t) = hti(Æv�j (t)) for i; j = 1; 2 (i 6= j). Clearly,v�(t) and w�(t) satisfy (i) and (ii) in the lemma. Q.E.D.Two properties (i) and (ii) in the lemma are interpreted as follows. Forevery i = 1; 2 and t 2 T , vi(t) means the expeted payo� of player i for asubgame perfet equilibrium of �Æ in the ase of omplete information, and
13



wi(t) does his demand payo�.8 Property (i) means that given a type pro�le t,player i proposes a payo� alloation whih maximizes his payo� subjet to theonstraint that player j reeives at least his ontinuation payo� Ævj(t) in aseof rejetion. The onstraint is binding in equilibrium. The expeted payo� ofplayer i satis�es property (ii) under the random proposer rule.Theorem 3.1. For every Æ < 1, there exists a stationary equilibrium (�; �)of �Æ suh that every player i = 1; 2 proposes a mehanism xÆi , independent ofhis type, and that xÆi is aepted by every type of player j( 6= i). As Æ goes toone, the sequene fxÆig of mehanisms for every i = 1; 2 onverges to the expost Nash bargaining solution xNB with weights p = (p1; p2), where p is theprobability distribution for proposer seletion.Proof. For every i; j = 1; 2 (i 6= j) and t 2 T , hoose xÆi (t) 2 A suh thatwi(t) = ui(xÆi (t); t) and Ævj(t) = uj(xÆi (t); t) where v(t) and w(t) satisfy (i) and(ii) in Lemma 3.1. The existene of suh xÆi (t) is guaranteed by Lemma 3.1.Let xÆi be the mehanism that assigns xÆi (t) to every t 2 T . Using eah xÆi , weonstrut a strategy � and a belief � as follows. For every i; j = 1; 2 (i 6= j),(E1) i proposes xÆi and j aepts it, independent of their types and a historyof play.(E2) Every player has a belief whih satis�es:(a) when every type tj of j responds to xÆi in the �rst round, he has theposterior belief �(�jtj) about type ti of i,(b) when type tj responds to any mehanism y 6= xÆi in the �rst round,he has the posterior belief �(�jT+i ; tj) over the set T+i = fti 2Tijui(y(t); t) > wi(t)g where T+i is a non-empty set, and8In the ase of omplete information, it is well-known that a subgame perfet equilibriumof the two-person bargaining game �Æ is stationary.14



() after the �rst round, the same rules as (a) and (b) are applied to a re-sponder's belief where his prior belief is possibly updated aordingto a game play in previous rounds.(E3) Every type tj of j responds optimally to a proposal by player i underthe belief (E2) and the strategy (E1) with the tie-breaking rule that heaepts it when he is indi�erent to a response.We show that (�; �) is a desired equilibrium of �Æ in the theorem. First,(E1) implies that � is a stationary strategy pro�le, and that every player ihas the onditional expeted payo� vi(t) given every t 2 T by property (ii) inLemma 3.1.Seond, responder j's belief (E2a) in the �rst round is onsistent with thestrategy � on equilibrium play sine proposer i proposes the same mehanismxi, independent of his type. Any belief of j is onsistent with � o� equilibriumplay in the �rst round. Spei�ally, j's belief (E2b) is onsistent with �. Afterthe �rst round, the two players' prior beliefs are possibly updated aordingto a history of game play. Sine the onsisteny of the updating rules (E2a)and (E2b) holds for any prior belief of the responder, responder's beliefs (E2)are also onsistent with �.Third, we show that (E1) presribes an optimal proposal for every typeti of every player i. Suppose that type i deviates from (E1) and proposesa mehanism y. Without loss of generality, we an assume that there existssome t�j 2 Tj suh that ui(y(ti; t�j ); (ti; t�j )) > wi(ti; t�j ). Otherwise, type tinever beomes better o� by proposing y, no matter how player j responds toy. By (E2b), type t�j believes that the true type of player i must be in theset T+i = ft0i 2 Tijui(y(t0i; t�j ); (t0i; t�j )) > wi(t0i; t�j )g. Sine the payo� vetor(wi(t0i; t�j ); Ævj(t0i; t�j )) is Pareto eÆient in U(t0i; t�j ) by (i) in Lemma 3.1, itholds that uj(y(t0i; t�j ); (t0i; t�j )) < Ævj(t0i; t�j ) for every t0i 2 T+i . Thus, type t�joptimally rejets y. The arguments so far show that type ti never obtains apayo� higher than wi(t) for any possible type tj by proposing y. Thus, it is15



optimal for ti to propose xi. By (E3), (�; �) presribes an optimal responsefor every player. Sine the arguments above do not depend on an initial beliefof proposer i, it an be applied not only to the �rst round but also to otherrounds in whih the proposer's belief may be updated by a history of play.Finally, we an see from Lemma 3.1 that the alloation assigned by theonstruted equilibrium (�; �) to every type pro�le t 2 T satis�es the equilib-rium ondition in the ase of omplete information. Sine the onvergene tothe ex post Nash bargaining solution in the last part of the theorem an beproved in the standard manner, its proof is given in Appendix. Q.E.D.It is well-known that there is a large freedom of players' belief when theyobserve unexpeted ations in a sequential equilibrium. In fat, any arbitrarybelief of a responder o� equilibrium play an be onsistent with the proposer'sequilibrium strategy in the sense of Kreps and Wilson (1982) in the bargaininggame �. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we hoose the following belief of aresponder. When he reeives an unexpeted proposal, he believes that givenhis type, a true type of a proposer should be among those who are bettero� by doing so, if it is aepted, than in the equilibrium proposal. Sine theequilibrium proposal is Pareto eÆient for eah type pro�le, the responder willbe worse-o� than in the equilibrium proposal if he aepts suh an unexpetedproposal. Thus, all non-equilibrium proposals are rejeted under the seletedbelief of the responder if the proposer attempts to obtain a payo� higher thanin the equilibrium proposal.The next example illustrates the result of Theorem 3.1.Example 3.1. Consider a two-person bargaining game in whih two playershave two types, T1 = ft1; t01g for player 1 and T2 = ft2; t02g for player 2. Theprior belief of players is given by the uniform distribution on T = T1�T2. The
16



feasible set U(t) for eah type pro�le t 2 T is given byU(t1; t2) = U(t01; t02) = f(x1; x2) 2 R2+j 2x1 + x2 � 1gU(t01; t2) = U(t1; t02) = f(x1; x2) 2 R2+j x1 + 2x2 � 1g:The four possible feasible sets are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1, U12denotes the feasible set U(t1; t2) where player 1 is of type t1 and player 2 is oftype t2. Other notations of feasible sets an be interpreted similarly.A story behind the feasible sets is as follows (Harsanyi 1968). Two playersnegotiate for a division of a �xed amount of money. One of them may haveto pay half of his gross payo�s to the third party, depending on their typepro�le. When the type pro�le t is either (t1; t2) or (t01; t02), it is player 1 whopays. When the type pro�le t is either (t01; t2) or (t1; t02), it is player 2 whopays. No type of a player knows in advane who pays. The disagreementpayo�s are (0; 0), independent of players' types. The ex post (symmetri)Nash solution xNB of this two-person Bayesian bargaining problem is given byxNB(t1; t2) = xNB(t01; t02) = (14 ; 12) and xNB(t01; t2) = xNB(t1; t02) = (12 ; 14).Aording to Theorem 3.1, for a suÆiently large Æ, the ex post Nashsolution xNB an be asymptotially attained by a sequential equilibrium of thebargaining game �Æ where two players are seleted as a proposer with equalprobability. In the equilibrium, every type of player 1 proposes the mehanismxÆ1 satisfying xÆ1(t1; t2) = xÆ1(t01; t02) = (2�Æ4 ; Æ2) and xÆ1(t01; t2) = xÆ1(t1; t02) =(2�Æ2 ; Æ4). Every type of player 2 proposes the mehanism xÆ2 where xÆ2(t1; t2) =xÆ2(t01; t02) = ( Æ4 ; 2�Æ2 ) and xÆ2(t01; t2) = xÆ2(t1; t02) = ( Æ2 ; 2�Æ4 ). When every player iso�ered a mehanism y, he believes that a true type of the proposer should beamong those (if any) who are better o� in y than in the equilibriummehanism,given his type. Owing to the linearity of the Pareto frontier in eah feasible set,the expeted equilibrium payo� of every player given a type pro�le t oinideswith the Nash bargaining solution xNB(t).By de�nition, the ex post Nash bargaining solution is ex post eÆient,17
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that is, it is Pareto eÆient given every type pro�le of players. It, however,is not interim eÆient in terms of onditional expeted payo�s given everyplayer's type. For example, onsider a mehanism y in Example 3.1 suh thaty(t1; t2) = y(t01; t02) = (1; 0) and y(t01; t2) = y(t1; t02) = (0; 1). The mehanism yassigns the whole payo� to an eÆient player who does not need to pay half ofhis dividend to the third party. The onditional expeted payo� of every typeof every player is 12 for y, and is 38 for the ex post Nash bargaining solution xNB.This means that y interim-payo� dominates xNB. Then, a natural questionarises: why do not two players agree to y? The answer is as follows. If anytype, say t1, of player 1 proposes y, then type t2 of player 2 believes that a truetype of player 1 must be type t1, knowing that only type t1 is better o� in ythan in xNB. Under this updated belief, type t2 of player 2 optimally rejets y.By the same reason, type t02 of player 2 optimally rejets y, too. It an be easilyshown that the mehanism y is interim-eÆient. So, any ooperative solutionassuming interim-eÆieny and interim symmetry selets y in the example.The non-ooperative analysis in this setion does not support this seletion.In the following setions, we onsider under what onditions a stationaryequilibrium of the bargaining game � an uniquely implement the ex postNash bargaining solution in the limit as the disount fator for future payo�sgoes to one. To answer this question, we examine the three properties of thestationary equilibrium onstruted in the proof of Theorem 3.1:1. (no delay of agreements) an agreement is immediately made with prob-ability one,2. (insrutability) every type of a proposer proposes the same mehanismon the equilibrium play, and3. (information revealing) a proposer may update his prior belief based onrevealed information when he reeives an unexpeted proposal (o� theequilibrium play). 19



4 No-delay AgreementsThe timing of agreements has been a major topi in the literature of sequen-tial bargaining. In the ase of omplete information, Rubinstein (1982) showsthat an agreement is reahed in the initial round, provided that future payo�sare disounted. On the other hand, a large volume of literature on sequen-tial bargaining with inomplete information shows that delay of agreementsmay happen in equilibrium. Rubinstein (1985) further onsiders a sequentialbargaining game with one-sided inomplete information where one player hastwo types, strong and weak, about time preferene and the opponent doesnot know his type. Rubinstein shows that delay may our with a positiveprobability. Delay is aused by a onit between di�erent types of the in-formed player. A weak type may want to pretend to be a strong type. To gainan advantage over the weak type, a strong type may want to reveal his typeby making an unaeptable o�er. Equilibrium delay has been investigated inmany other bargaining models with inomplete information (Fudenberg andTirole 1983; Chatterjee and Samuelson 1987; Grossman and Perry 1986b, forexample). In fat, most previous studies are motivated to explain delay inreahing agreements among rational agents.An opposite approah is taken here. We are onerned with under whatonditions an agreement an be made immediately with probability one innegotiations with inomplete information. To onsider this problem, it is im-portant to notie a di�erene between bargaining over alloations studied inthe literature and that over mehanisms in this paper. In the mehanism bar-gaining, players negotiate over alloations ontingent on every type pro�le ofplayers. In other words, players an negotiate on an alloation \type by type,"and thus the ompetition among di�erent types of the same player does nothave a diret e�et on an agreement. It, however, has an indiret e�et on anagreement sine the opponent is unertain about a true type of the player.Due to an informational linkage among di�erent types, it is not simple to20



answer the question whether an agreement is made immediately in mehanismbargaining. A proposal may a�et a belief of a responder about a type ofthe opponent, and the responder may have a belief suh that rejetion is hisoptimal response. In a simple ase of ultimatum bargaining (orresponding tothe ase of Æ = 0), we show that a proposal may be rejeted with a positiveprobability in a sequential equilibrium. Note that an agreement is reahedin the ase of omplete information as long as there is a mutually bene�ialalloation for players.Example 4.1. Consider a two-person bargaining game in whih two playershave two types, T1 = ft1; t01g for player 1 and T2 = ft2; t02g for player 2. Theprior belief of players is the uniform distribution on T1�T2. Player 1 is alledplayer 1(t1) if he is of type t1. Similar notations are used for other typesof players. Consider two mehanisms x and y in Table 4.1. For simpliity,it is assumed that other mehanisms are not feasible. Note that the twomehanisms x and y assign the same payo�s for both players when player2 is of type t02. We onsider the ultimatum protool whereby player 1 proposeseither x or y and player 2 responds to this. If player 2 rejets the proposal,then the game ends with the disagreement payo�s (0; 0).We onstrut a sequential equilibrium where a proposal may be rejeted.Player 1 proposes x, independent of his type. Player 2(t2) rejets x and player2(t02) aepts it. If player 1 proposes y, then player 2 responds in the oppositeway, that is, player 2(t2) aepts y and player 2(t02) rejets it. Player 2's beliefsare given as follows. Sine proposal x gives player 2 no additional informationabout player 1, all types of player 2 reeiving x believe that player 1 is ofeither type t1 or type t01 with equal probability. Given proposal y, player 2(t2)has an arbitrary belief, and player 2(t02) believes that player 1 must be of typet01. Those beliefs of player 2 o� equilibrium play are onsistent with player1's strategy in the sense of Kreps and Wilson (1982). It an be easily seenthat player 2's strategy presribes his optimal responses for all his types under21



the belief spei�ed above. Given player 2's responses, player 1(t1) reeivesexpeted payo� 3 for x and 2 for y. Similarly, player 1(t01) reeives expetedpayo� 3=2 for x and 1 for y. Thus, x is the optimal proposal for every type ofplayer 1. t2 t02t1 1;�2 6; 6t01 1; 1 3;�1x
t2 t02t1 4; 4 6; 6t01 2; 2 3;�1yTable 4.1 Two mehanisms in ultimatum bargainingIn equilibrium, player 1's proposal x is rejeted by player 2(t2). One maywonder why any type of player 1 does not propose y whih makes all types ofall players weakly better o� than in x. The reason is that proposing y a�etsplayer 2(t02)'s belief and, as a result, he rejets y. Thus, eah type of player 1is worse o� by proposing y than by proposing x.There exists another sequential equilibrium where an agreement is madewith probability one. In equilibrium, player 1 proposes mehanism y, indepen-dent of his type. All types of player 2 aept it. Player 2(t2) rejets x, andplayer 2(t02) aepts it. The beliefs of player 2 are as follows. Given proposaly, all types of player 2 believe that player 1 may be of either type t1 or type t2with equal probability. Given proposal x, they believe that player 1 is of typet1. It is easy to see that the strategy is a sequential equilibrium under thesebeliefs.Two mehanisms x and y in Table 4.1 are idential from the viewpoint ofplayer 2(t02): he knows that the two mehanisms yield the same outome. Inthe seond equilibrium with an agreement, player 2(t02) responds to x and y inthe same manner, that is, aeptane. On the ontrary, he responds to themdi�erently in the �rst equilibrium where an agreement may not be reahed with22



a positive probability. In what follows, we prove that there exists no delay ofagreements in a stationary equilibrium of the bargaining game � if every typeof a player responds identially to two proposals whih are idential, given histype.For a stationary equilibrium (�; �) of �, let M(�) be the set of all meha-nisms proposed on equilibrium plays of �. We onsider the following propertyof responders' behavior.De�nition 4.1. A stationary equilibrium (�; �) of � is said to satisfy inde-pendene of irrelevant types (IIT) if, for every i = 1; 2, ti 2 Ti, x 2M(�), andy 2M , x = y on T (ti) implies �i(ti; x) = �i(ti; y);where �i(ti; x) and �i(ti; y) are the responses of player i to x and y, respetively,presribed by �i when his type is ti.The IIT ondition means that every type of a player responds to an equilib-rium proposal and a non-equilibrium proposal in the same way if they presribethe same outomes, given his type, in every ontingeny for the other player'stype. In other words, every type of a player makes the same responses to twomehanisms if he knows that they are idential. Every player type's responseto a proposal is independent of the alloations it assigns to his other (irrele-vant) types.Proposition 4.1. If a stationary equilibrium (�; �) of � satis�es IIT, thenevery player's proposal is aepted in the initial round with probability one.Proof. Given a type pro�le t 2 T for the players, let v(t) = (v1(t); v2(t)) betheir onditional expeted disounted payo�s for � evaluated at the start ofeah round before the random seletion of a proposer. Sine � is stationary,v(t) is independent of past ations. It holds that v(t) 2 U(t) sine U(t) is a23



losed and onvex set by Assumption 2.1.(1). Sine the disagreement payo�u(d�; t) = (0; 0) is an interior point of U(t) by Assumption 2.1.(2), it holdsthat Æv(t) is also an interior point of the onvex set U(t).By way of ontradition, suppose that there exists some player i, say i = 1,whose equilibrium proposal x 2 M(�) is rejeted with positive probability inthe initial round in � when his type is some t�1 2 T1. Then, the type set T2 ofplayer 2 is partitioned into two subsets, T a2 and T r2 , suh that x is aepted onft�1g�T a2 and rejeted on ft�1g�T r2 in �. T r2 is non-empty by supposition. Fortype t�1 of player 1, his equilibrium proposal x is rejeted by eah type t2 2 T r2of player 2, and the game goes to the next round. Thereafter, the ontinuationpayo�s for the two players with type pro�le t 2 T1 � T r2 are given by Æv(t)sine � is stationary. Sine Æv(t) is an interior point of U(t) for all t 2 T , thereexists a mehanism y 2M suh that(i) uj(y(t); t) > Ævj(t) for every j = 1; 2 and every t 2 T1 � T r2 ,(ii) y(t) = x(t) for every t 2 T1 � T a2 .Suppose that player 1 employs strategy �01( 6= �1) to propose y when he isof type t�1. For every t2 2 T r2 , it holds by (i) that for every t = (t1; t2) 2 T (t2),u2(y(t); t) > Æv2(t):Thus, every type t2 2 T r2 of player 2 optimally aepts y, independent of hisbelief. For every t2 2 T a2 , it holds by (ii) that for every s1 2 T1,y(s1; t2) = x(s1; t2):By IIT, it holds that �2(t2; x) = �2(t2; y). Sine t2 2 T a2 , �2(t2; x) = aept.Thus, every type t2 2 T a2 of player 2 aepts y in �.It has been shown that all types of player 2 aept proposal y by type t�1of player 1. Thus, the onditional expeted payo� for player 1 given t�1 for
24



(�01; �2) satis�esEu1(�01; �2jt�1) = Xt22T r2 �(t2jt�1)u1(y(t); t) + Xt22Ta2 �(t2jt�1)u1(y(t); t)> Xt22T r2 �(t2jt�1)Æv1(t) + Xt22Ta2 �(t2jt�1)u1(x(t); t)= Eu1(�1; �2jt�1) (3)
where t = (t�1; t2). This ontradits the fat that � is a sequential equilibrium.Q.E.D.The roles of stationarity and IIT in the proposition an be explained asfollows. If negotiations fail between two players with a type pro�le t 2 T , theneah player i(= 1; 2) expets to reeive the ontinuation payo� Ævi(t) wherevi(t) is player i's onditional expeted payo� given t, evaluated at the beginningof eah round. Sine an equilibrium is stationary, vi(t) is independent of ahistory of game play. Suppose that some type t�i of player i, say i = 1, makesan unaeptable proposal x in the initial round. Then, player 2 are dividedinto two types, those who aept x (T a2 in the proof) and those who rejet (T r2in the proof). Sine the ontinuation payo� vetor Æv(t) is in the interior ofthe feasible set U(t) for all t 2 T , type t�1 of player 1 an onstrut and proposea new mehanism y suh that (i) players 1 and 2 are stritly better o� in ythan in Æv(t) for any type pro�le t in T1 � T r2 , and (ii) x and y are identialon T1 � T a2 . Property (i) implies that all rejetion types T r2 of player 2 aepty, regardless of their beliefs about player 1's type. Note that rejetion typesin T r2 do not know whether or not non-equilibrium proposal y is made by typet�1 of player 1. Property (ii) means that all aeptane types in T a2 know thatx and y presribe the same outomes. Thus, IIT implies that they respond tox and y in the same manner, that is, they aept y. Sine all types of player2 aept y, type t�1 of player 1 is better o� if he proposes the non-equilibriummehanism y. This is a ontradition.25



To onlude the setion, let us disuss the relevane of the IIT ondi-tion. The ondition assumes that every type of a responder responds to anon-equilibrium proposal in the same way as to an equilibrium one if bothproposals are idential, given his type. IIT trivially holds if the responder hasthe same beliefs about a true type of the opponent when he reeives either ofthe two proposals. We, however, remark that IIT does not neessarily assumethis. Spei�ally, onsider again the sequential equilibrium onstruted in The-orem 3.1 that implements asymptotially the ex post Nash bargaining solution.In equilibrium, every type of a responder is o�ered exatly his ontinuationpayo� in every ontingeny of players' types. This implies that the responderoptimally aepts a non-equilibrium proposal in the IIT ondition under anybelief about the opponent. Thus, IIT is satis�ed without any restrition ona responder's belief in the ase of the ex post Nash bargaining solution. In ageneral ase, IIT may restrit a responder's belief o� the equilibrium so thatthe response assumed by it an be optimal to him. For example, the seondequilibrium in Example 4.1 satis�es IIT if type t02 of player 2 believes thatplayer 1 may be of type t1 with at least probability 1/7, being proposed meh-anism x. Under the prior belief, he antiipates so with probability 1/2. Notethat IIT does not violate the notion of a sequential equilibrium sine it allowsan arbitrary belief of the responder o� the equilibrium play in �.5 CharaterizationIn this setion, we �rst show that there is no loss of generality if we restrit ouranalysis to a pooling equilibrium where all types of proposer hoose the samemehanisms. In suh an equilibrium, the hoie of a mehanism does not revealany private information of the proposer. Myerson (1983) alls this result thepriniple of insrutability and justi�es it in his ultimatum bargaining modelof an informed prinipal. The following lemma shows that the priniple alsoholds true in the sequential bargaining game �.26



Lemma 5.1. For any stationary equilibrium (�; �) of � satisfying IIT, thereexists some stationary equilibrium (�0; �0) of � that satis�es IIT and the fol-lowing properties:(i) (�; �) and (�0; �0) are outome-equivalent ; that is, both equilibria generatethe same outomes for every type pro�le t 2 T .(ii) In (�0; �0), all types of every player i = 1; 2 propose the same mehanismx�i 2M . The other player aepts it, independent of his type.The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix. The result was �rst provedby Myerson (1983) in a problem of mehanism design by an informed prinipal.Although we assume IIT for the sake of our analysis, the lemma is a generalpriniple whih holds without IIT in a mehanism bargaining game (see Okada2012). The basi idea of Myerson an be applied to a general situation.A key observation to prove Lemma 5.1 is that any equilibrium generatesa single mehanism that assigns the same outome as in equilibrium to everytype pro�le of players. When di�erent types of the proposer propose di�erentmehanisms, suh a single mehanism an be de�ned by \ombining" di�er-ent mehanisms over the proposer's type set. Then, we an onstrut a newequilibrium in whih all types of the proposer propose this outome-equivalentmehanism. All types of the responder aept it under the posterior beliefs,knowing their own types. O� the equilibrium play, the new equilibrium oin-ides with the original one. If any private information regarding the proposeris revealed in the original equilibrium, then it is optimal for the responder toaept the proposal, given his type and eah of the revealed information. Sinethe aeptane is optimal for the responder given every revealed informationin the original equilibrium, it is also optimal for him to aept the proposal inthe new equilibrium where no information is revealed. Given the responder'saeptane, eah type of the proposer is indi�erent to whih he proposes, theoriginal mehanism or the onstruted one.27



In addition to the insrutability priniple, we need a re�nement of a sequen-tial equilibrium for our haraterization result. It is well-known that many se-quential bargaining games have a large set of sequential equilibrium outomes,aused by a freedom of players' beliefs o� the equilibrium play. Spei�ally,a responder's belief about a proposer an be arbitrary in a sequential equilib-rium when he is o�ered an unexpeted proposal. Some of responders' beliefs,however, are unreasonable in the situation that the proposer has an inentiveto sreen himself. To eliminate unreasonable beliefs o� equilibrium play, weintrodue a self-seletion ondition whih has been onsidered in the literatureof re�nements of sequential equilibrium (Grossman and Perry 1986a and 1986band Rubinstein 1985 among others).To illustrate the idea of our re�nement, let us onsider again the sequen-tial equilibrium in Example 3.1 that implements the ex post Nash bargainingsolution. In equilibrium, every type of player 1 proposes the mehanism xÆ1satisfying xÆ1(t1; t2) = xÆ1(t01; t02) = (2�Æ4 ; Æ2) and xÆ1(t01; t2) = xÆ1(t1; t02) = (2�Æ2 ; Æ4).Suppose that type t1 of player 1 proposes a non-equilibrium mehanism y suhthat y(t1; t2) = y(t01; t02) = (1; 0) and y(t01; t2) = y(t1; t02) = (0; 1). Althoughtype t2 of player 2 does not know a true type of player 1, either t1 or t01, heknows that only type t1 is better o� in y, if it is aepted, than in the equi-librium proposal xÆ1. With this knowledge, type t2 of player 2 infers rediblythat a true type of player 1 must be t1, not t01. Our re�nement requires thattype t2 of player 2 should have suh a belief, given the proposal y.We now formalize the self seletion property of a sequential equilibrium.De�nition 5.1. Let (�; �) be a stationary equilibrium of � satisfying IIT inwhih every player i = 1; 2 proposes a mehanism xi (independent of his type).An equilibrium (�; �) is said to satisfy self-seletion if, when every type tj 2 Tjof responder j( 6= i) reeives a proposal yi from player i satisfying that the setT+i = fti 2 Tijui(yi(t); t) > ui(xi(t); t) for t = (ti; tj)g28



is non-empty, the belief system � assigns to type tj of responder j a posteriorbelief of whih support is equal to T+i .9 If T+i is an empty set, then no restri-tion on the belief system is imposed.The property of self-seletion an be explained as follows. Suppose thata responder reeives an unexpeted proposal o� equilibrium play. It assumesthat the responder believes that a true type of the proposer should be amongthose (T+i ) who are better o� by the proposal, if it is aepted, than in theequilibrium proposal, given his type. In other words, the proposer rediblyreveals his type in T+i by making a non-equilibrium proposal where all typesof T+i and only themselves have inentives to doing so. Note that our self-seletion property is weak in the sense that it does not restrit a responder'sbelief to his posterior belief �(�jT+i ; tj) given (T+i ; tj), allowing an arbitrarybelief with support T+i .The self-seletion belief gives us the following re�nement test of a sequen-tial equilibrium. Suppose that some type of a proposer deviates from theequilibrium, and that he makes a non-equilibrium proposal. If all types ofthe responder aept it under their self-seletion beliefs and thus the deviatingtype of the proposer beomes better o�, then the sequential equilibrium inquestion is onsidered to be destabilized by the deviation. We eliminate suhan unreasonable equilibrium.A re�nement of a sequential equilibrium based on the idea of self-seletion is�rst proposed by Grossman and Perry (1986a) in the ontext of the two-playersignaling games. They name an equilibrium satisfying self-seletion a per-fet sequential equilibrium. Grossman and Perry show that the self-seletionproperty is stronger than the riterion of Cho and Kreps (1987) for signalinggames. The self-seletion is also related to \neologism-proofness" of Farrell(1993) for heap-talk games. While both re�nements of a sequential equilib-9The support of a probability distribution F on the �nite set Ti is the set of all elementsti 2 Ti with F (ti) > 0. 29



rium impose some restritions of reeivers' beliefs, a di�erene between themis that the riterion of Farrell essentially allows a sender to hoose an updat-ing rule whih is in his best interest, assuming the mutual understanding ofmeaning of language. See Grossman and Perry (1986a) on this point. Ru-binstein (1985) and Grossman and Perry (1986b) show that the self-seletionre�nement is so powerful that it selets a unique sequential equilibrium intwo-person alternating-o�ers bargaining games with one-sided inomplete in-formation. In Okada (2012), we present a re�nement of Wilson's (1978) oarseore, alled the signaling ore, of an n-person oalitional game with inompleteinformation based on a riterion of self-seletion.The next is a key lemma for our haraterization result.Lemma 5.2. Suppose that (�; �) is a stationary equilibrium of � satisfyingIIT and self-seletion. For every i = 1; 2, let xi be the equilibrium mehanismproposed by every type of player i, and let vi(t) be the onditional expetedpayo� Eui(�jt) of player i for � at the beginning of eah round given t. Then,for every i; j = 1; 2 (i 6= j) and every t 2 T , the following properties hold:(i) uj(xi(t); t) = Ævj(t), and(ii) u(t) = (ui(xi(t); t); uj(xi(t); t)) is Pareto eÆient in U(t).Proof. (i) It follows from the insrutability priniple (Lemma 5.1) that playeri proposes xi in (�; �), independent of his type. Thus, responder j neverreeives additional information from xi, and so he does not update the priorbelief �. Sine every type tj of player j aepts xi by Proposition 4.1, it musthold that Xti2Ti �(t)uj(xi(t); t) �Xti2Ti �(t)Ævj(t): (4)It suÆes us to show that uj(xi(t); t) � Ævj(t) for every t = (ti; tj). If thisis the ase, then we have Pti2Ti �(t)uj(xi(t); t) �Pti2Ti �(t)Ævj(t). Sine theopposite inequality also holds true by (4), we an onlude that uj(xi(t); t) =30



Ævj(t) for every t. That is, (i) holds.By way of ontradition, suppose that uj(xi(s); s) > Ævj(s) for some s 2 T .If the payo� vetor u(s) = (ui(xi(s); s); uj(xi(s); s)) is on the Pareto frontierof U(s), then Assumption 2.1.(1) guarantees that there exists an ation a 2 Asuh that ui(a; s) > ui(xi(s); s) and uj(xi(s); s) > uj(a; s) > Ævj(s) by makinga slight \payo� transfer" between i and j at u(s) along the Pareto frontierof U(s). If u(s) is not on the Pareto frontier of U(s), then it is lear thatthere exists an ation a 2 A suh that ui(a; s) > ui(xi(s); s) and uj(a; s) >uj(xi(s); s) > Ævj(s). Consider the mehanism yi that assigns the ation a tos and oinides with xi for all other type pro�les. Then yi satis�esui(yi(s); s) > ui(xi(s); s) (5)ui(yi(t); t) = ui(xi(t); t) for every t 6= s; (6)uj(yi(s); s) > Ævj(s): (7)Sine (�; �) satis�es self-seletion, it follows from (5) and (6) that type sjof player j believes that the true type of player i must be si, if type si ofplayer i proposes yi. By (7), type sj optimally aepts yi. For all other typesof j, yi presribes the same ations as xi. Thus, IIT requires that they shouldrespond to yi in the same way as to xi. That is, they aept the proposal.Sine all types of j aept yi, (5) implies that type si of player i is better o� byproposing yi in (�; �) than xi. This is a ontradition that (�; �) is a sequentialequilibrium of �.(ii) By way of ontradition, suppose that u(s) is not Pareto eÆient in U(s)for some s 2 T . Then there exists some u0 = (u0i; u0j) 2 U(s) suh thatu0i > ui(xi(s); s) and u0j > uj(xi(s); s) = Ævj(s). The last equality omes from(i). Similarly to the proof of (i), onsider the mehanism yi that assigns theation yielding payo�s u0 to s and oinides with xi for all other type pro�les.Then, yi satis�es uj(yi(s); s) = u0j > Ævj(s) and (5) and (6). By the samearguments as in (i), if type si of player i proposes yi, then all types of player j31



aept it, and thus type si is better o� than in (�; �). This is a ontraditionthat (�; �) is a sequential equilibrium of �. Q.E.D.The lemma shows that a stationary equilibrium with IIT and self-seletionin � neessarily satis�es the equilibrium ondition in the ase of omplete in-formation. Spei�ally, for every type pro�le t, proposer i o�ers responder jexatly his ontinuation payo� Ævj(t), being equal to the disounted value ofhis onditional expeted payo� vi(t) given t. The logi for this result an be ex-plained as follows. By the no-delay result (Proposition 4.1) and the insrutabil-ity priniple (Lemma 5.1), it holds that every type of proposer i proposes thesame mehanism and every type of responder j aepts it. This implies thatresponder j's onditional expeted payo� for the equilibrium mehanism givenhis every type tj is greater than or equal to the onditional expeted valueof Ævj(t) given tj. A responder reeives no additional information about thetype of a proposer. Then, there are two possibilities: (a) the equilibrium o�erto responder j is equal to his ontinuation payo� Ævj(t) for every type pro�let, and (b) the equilibrium o�er to j is stritly greater than Ævj(s) for sometype pro�le s. Suppose that ase (b) happens. Then, by dereasing the o�erto j slightly at s, the proposer an onstrut a new mehanism whereby heis better o� than his equilibrium payo� at s and the responder is still betterthan Ævj(s), while the new mehanism oinides with the equilibrium one forall other type pro�les. If type si of proposer i makes this new proposal, thentype sj of responder j believes that proposer i must be of type si, aordingto the self-seletion property. As a result, responder type sj aepts the newproposal, sine he is better o� by doing so than Ævj(s). Moreover, all otherresponder types also aept it by IIT sine both the new and the equilibriummehanisms assign the same outomes to them. Sine all possible respondertypes aept the new proposal, type si of proposer i is atually better o� byproposing it. This is a ontradition. By the same logi, it an be shown thatthe equilibrium mehanism assigns a Pareto eÆient outome to every type32



pro�le.The following theorem haraterizes a stationary equilibrium satisfying IITand self-seletion in �.Theorem 5.1. Every player i = 1; 2 proposes a mehanism xi, independent ofhis type, in a stationary equilibrium (�; �) of �Æ satisfying IIT and self-seletionif and only if x1 and x2 satisfy the following properties for every t 2 T : forj 6= i,(i) wi(t) = ui(xi(t); t); Ævi(t) = ui(xj(t); t)(ii) vi(t) = piwi(t) + (1� pi)Ævi(t),(iii) H t(wi(t); Ævj(t)) = 0,where pi is the probability that player i is seleted as a proposer, and H t isthe Pareto frontier funtion of U(t). The equilibrium mehanism xi proposedby player i onverges to the ex post Nash bargaining solution xNB as Æ goesto one.Proof. The \only if" part follows from Lemma 5.2. To prove the \if" part,it suÆes to show that the stationary equilibrium (�; �) onstruted in theproof of Theorem 3.1 satis�es IIT and self-seletion. In �, only xi (i = 1; 2)are proposed, that is, M(�) = fx1; x2g. If any type tj of player j is o�ereda mehanism y satisfying y = xi on T (tj), then he reeives payo� Ævj(t) nomatter how he responds, for every possible type ti. Thus, type tj is indi�erentto whether he should aept or rejet y, independent of his belief about typeti. Aording to (E3) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, type tj aepts y by the tie-breaking rule in �. This means that (�; �) satis�es IIT. The belief � presribedby (E2b) and (E2) learly satis�es self-seletion. The onvergene result isproved by Theorem 3.1 (see the proof in Appendix). Q.E.D.We summarize the haraterization result. When two players are suÆ-33



iently patient, they agree to the ex post Nash bargaining solution in the �rstround in the bargaining game �, regardless of who proposes, if and only if theirbehavior is desribed by a stationary sequential equilibrium satisfying IIT andself-seletion.6 DisussionThe �rst result (Theorem 3.1) shows the existene of a sequential equilibriumin a sequential bargaining game of mehanism seletion in whih the ex postNash bargaining solution is immediately agreed, independent of players' types,in the limit as the disount fator (or the ontinuation probability) goes to one.Equilibrium strategies are stationary. Sine the ex post Nash bargaining so-lution is not interim eÆient in general, the result implies that the axiom ofinterim eÆieny assumed in the ooperative solutions with inomplete infor-mation introdued by Harsanyi and Selten (1972) and Myerson (1984) is notalways supported in a non-ooperative approah to the Bayesian bargainingproblem. The sequential equilibrium onstruted in the proof involves a re-sponder's punishment (rejetion) by his posterior belief based on self-seletionwhen a proposer hooses a non-equilibrium mehanism. If suh an unexpetedproposal is made, then every type of the responder rationally infers that atrue type of the proposer must be one of those who beome better o� by theproposal, if it is aepted, than in the equilibrium proposal, given his type.Sine the ex post Nash bargaining solution is Pareto eÆient for every typepro�le of players, the responder would be worse o� against all suh types ofthe proposer, and thus he optimally rejets the non-equilibrium mehanism.The haraterization result (Theorem 5.1) strengthens the impliation ofthe paper. It shows that the ex post Nash bargaining solution is an asymp-totially unique outome of the Bayesian bargaining problem if and only ifbargaining behavior of players is desribed by a stationary sequential equilib-rium satisfying IIT and self-seletion. To obtain the haraterization result,34



we have �rst proved the no-delay result of agreements. IIT plays a ritial rolein the proof. It restrits the behavior of every type of a responder so that hisresponse to a proposal is independent of the alloations it assigns to his allother types. While IIT impliitly imposes some restritions on the responder'sbelief o� equilibrium play in a general ase, it does not so for the ex postNash bargaining solution. IIT holds true for any belief in the ex post Nashbargaining solution. Given the no-delay result, the re�nement of a sequentialequilibrium by self-seletion enables us to obtain the equilibrium ondition inthe ase of omplete information that a responder is exatly o�ered his ontin-uation payo� for every type pro�le of players. If there exists any type pro�lefor whih the responder reeives stritly higher payo� than his ontinuationpayo�, then the proposer makes a new mehanism where his type is revealed tothe responder by the self-seletion and he is better o� than in the equilibrium,while the responder remains to be better o� than his ontinuation payo�. Theaeptane of the new mehanism is guaranteed by the onstrution of it andIIT.The result of the paper has the following impliation to eonomi analysisof insurane ontrats. Insurane bene�t is impossible if it is ontingent solelyon private information possessed by players. Even if one player proposes aninsurane ontrat whih makes all players better o� than the ex post Nashsolution (in terms of onditional expeted payo�s given their own types) atthe interim stage, then some private information about the proposer may berevealed by the proposal itself, and the responder optimally rejets it underthe revealed information. Insurane ontrat should be designed so that it isontingent on ommon risks to all players.Finally, we disuss some extensions of our analysis. The results of thepaper an be extended without muh diÆulty to the ase of n(> 3) playersif no oalition of players is allowed. Although we use a partiular bargainingprotool with random proposers, the results hold for the alternating-o�ersmodel. The analysis of the paper is restrited to a stationary equilibrium.35



While a stationary equilibrium an be served as a useful referene point for ouranalysis of mehanism bargaining with inomplete information, it is interestingto analyze a non-stationary equilibrium of the bargaining model.The assumption of veri�able types is ertainly a limitation of our analysis.When players' types are unveri�able, the bargaining model should be expandedso that an agreement of a ontrat is followed by a ommuniation game (inthe ase of a diret mehanism) where all players report their types to anarbitrator who implements the ontrat. The whole proess of negotiations andimplementation should be analyzed as a non-ooperative game. The analysisof this paper suggests that IIT and the self-seletion re�nement would be usefulto analyze suh an extended game, too. In partiular, the Bayesian inentiveompatibility ondition may be modi�ed so that it ould take into aountthe possibility of information revealing in negotiations. The extension of theanalysis to the ase of unveri�able types will be an interesting work for futureresearh. If suh an extension is suessfully done, two branhes in gametheory, non-ooperative bargaining theory and mehanism design theory, willbeome loser.7 ConlusionWe have presented a non-ooperative two-person sequential bargaining gamewith inomplete information in whih players negotiate for mehanisms withveri�able types. We have proved that there exists a stationary sequential equi-librium of the bargaining game in whih the ex post Nash bargaining solutionwith no delay is asymptotially implemented with probability one. We havefurther proved that the ex post Nash bargaining solution is an asymptotiallyunique outome of a stationary sequential equilibrium satisfying IIT and self-seletion. Information revealing in negotiations prevents the interim eÆienyof an agreement. The paper extends the non-ooperative bargaining theorywith omplete information to a general ase of inomplete information.36



AppendixFor simpliity of exposition, we prove the last part of Theorem 3.1 in thease that the Pareto frontier funtion H t is di�erentiable. In the bargainingtheory with omplete information, it is well-known that the onvergene holdstrue in a non-di�erentiable ase, too. Our proof is based on Okada (2010).Proof of the last part in Theorem 3.1. For every i = 1; 2 and t 2 T ,let vÆi (t) and wÆi (t) satisfy (i) and (ii) in Lemma 3.1. Then, it holds for everyt 2 T that H t(wÆ1(t); ÆvÆ2(t)) = 0; and H t(ÆvÆ1(t); wÆ2(t)) = 0; (8)where H t is the Pareto frontier funtion of the feasible set U(t). Let zÆ1(t) =(wÆ1(t); ÆvÆ2(t)) and zÆ2(t) = (ÆvÆ1(t); wÆ2(t)). zÆi (t) is the payo� vetor that themehanism xÆi assigns to t 2 T . Then, from (8) we haveH t(zÆ1(t))�H t(zÆ2(t)) = 0:By Taylor's theorem, there exists some �, 0 < � < 1, suh that[wÆ1(t)� ÆvÆ1(t)℄ � �H t�x1 (�zÆ1(t) + (1� �)zÆ2(t)) +[ÆvÆ2(t)� wÆ2(t)℄ � �H t�x2 (�zÆ1(t) + (1� �)zÆ2(t)) = 0: (9)By (ii) in Lemma 3.1, it holds for every i = 1; 2 thatwÆi (t)� ÆvÆi (t) = (1� Æ)vÆi (t)pi : (10)It follows from (9) and (10) thatvÆ1(t)p1 � �H t�x1 (�zÆ1(t) + (1� �)zÆ2(t)) = vÆ2(t)p2 � �H t�x2 (�zÆ1(t) + (1� �)zÆ2(t)): (11)37



Sine fvÆ(t) = (vÆ1(t); vÆ2(t))g is a sequene in the ompat set U(t) \ R+, ithas some onverging subsequene as Æ goes to one. Let v�(t) be any limit of asubsequene of fvÆ(t)g. It follows from (10) thatlimÆ!1 vÆ(t) = limÆ!1 zÆ1(t) = limÆ!1 zÆ2(t) = v�(t):Thus, by taking Æ ! 1 in (8) and (11), we obtainH(v�(t)) = 0 and v�1(t)p1 � �H�x1 (v�(t)) = v�2(t)p2 � �H�x2 (v�(t)):Under Assumption 2.1, these onditions show that the limit v�(t) is the Nashbargaining solution with weights p = (p1; p2) for the feasible set U(t). Thus,the sequene fxÆig of mehanisms proposed by every player i = 1; 2 onvergesto the ex post Nash bargaining solution with p = (p1; p2) as Æ goes to one.Q.E.D.Proof of Lemma 5.1. By Proposition 3.1, proposals of all types of everyplayer are aepted in the initial round in (�; �). If the equilibrium (�; �) sat-is�es property (ii) in the theorem, then the proof is omplete. Suppose thatthis is not the ase. Then for some player i, say i = 1, di�erent types pro-pose di�erent mehanisms. Spei�ally, assume that there exist some partition(T 11 ; � � � ; Tm1 ) of T1 and di�erent mehanisms x11; � � � ; xm1 suh that all types ofT j1 propose xj1 for eah j(= 1; � � � ; m).We onstrut a mehanism x�1 2M suh that for every t = (t1; t2) 2 T ,x�1(t) = xj1(t) if t1 2 T j1 :By onstrution, x�1 is equal to the mehanism generated by (�; �). For player2, we onstrut a mehanism x�2 in the same way as x�1.We de�ne (�0; �0) aording to the following rules:(E1) If player 1 beomes a proposer, then he proposes x�1 independent of his38



type.(E2) Player 2 aepts proposal x�1, independent of his type. Eah type t2for player 2 has the posterior belief �(t1jt2) about the type of player 1,reeiving proposal x�1.(E3) If player 2 rejets x�1 (o�-play of �0), then play is restarted aording to(E1) or (E4) in the next round, depending on who beomes a proposer.(E4) If player 2 beomes a proposer, then he proposes x�2 independent of histype. The response and belief of player 1 reeiving x�2 are de�ned in thesame way as for (E2). The same rule as in (E3) is applied.(E5) Exept for the rule above, let � = �0 and � = �0.Clearly, (�; �) and (�0; �0) are outome-equivalent, and (�0; �0) is stationary andsatis�es IIT. Let v(t) = (v1(t); v2(t)) denote the onditional expeted payo�sfor players given a type pro�le t for both � and �0We show that every type t2 for player 2 optimally aepts x�1 in (�0; �0). Ifresponder 2 aepts proposal x�1 at t2, then he reeives the onditional expetedpayo� Xt2T (t2) �(t1jt2)u2(x�1(t); t) = mXk=1 Xt12T k1 �(t1jt2)u2(xk1(t); t); (12)where t = (t1; t2).Sine the type partition for player 1, (T 11 ; � � � ; Tm1 ), is revealed on the playof (�; �), the sequential rationality of (�; �) means that for every k = 1; � � � ; m,Xt12T k1 �(t1jT k1 ; t2)u2(xk1(t); t) � Xt12T k1 �(t1jT k1 ; t2)Æv2(t); (13)where �(t1jT k1 ; t2) = �(t1; t2)=Pt012T k1 �(t01; t2). From (12) and (13) it is evidentthat Xt12T1 �(t1jt2)u2(x�1(t); t) � Xt12T1 �(t1jt2)Æv2(t):39



Therefore, it is optimal for every type t2 for player 2 to aept x�1.Sine every type of player 1 in eah T k1 is indi�erent to whether he proposesx�1 or xk1 (in �), the sequential rationality of � guarantees that x�1 is the optimalproposal for him in �0. The same argument as above holds true when player 2is seleted as a proposer. The sequential rationality of (�0; �0) at every otherinformation set is trivially satis�ed sine � = �0 and � = �0 there aording to(E5). Thus, (�0; �0) is a sequential equilibrium of �. Q.E.D.
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